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Scientists report that carbon
emissions and our changing
climate put salmon and steelhead populations at risk.

Asleep At The Wheel
Climate change is taking its toll on salmon and steelhead populations; yet there is hope
if we act now. by tOdd tAnner

S

OmetImes I reAd the neWsPAPer Or jumP
On the Web And It feels lIke I’ve stePPed
On An InfOrmAtIOn lAnd mIne. neWs, And
quAsI-neWs, And ersAtz neWs exPlOde In
every dIrectIOn, And I hAve tO WAde thrOugh
“syrIA lIkely used chemIcAl WeAPOns” And
“cyPrus rejects bAnk dePOsIt tAx” And “senAtOr rIPs On tImberlAke” (thAt’s An ActuAl
cnn heAdlIne, As Is “bus drIver cAught reAdIng bOOk”) WIth the hOPe thAt I’ll end uP better InfOrmed, rAther thAn merely dAzed And
cOnfused.
What I really need, though, is
a way to screen out all the irrelevant stuff while letting the
important information pass
through. If I could build the
perfect news filter — perhaps
I should wire my landing net
and my water purification
filter to my laptop — I’d end
up with far fewer stories vying
for my attention and far more
worthwhile information.
And right at the top of the
heap, above all the articles on
the economy and President
Obama’s relationship with
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congress, would be two
simple words: “climate” and
“change.”
the problem, of course,
is that those same two words
make our eyes glaze over.
they’re wrapped up in
symbolism; they’re political
and contentious; they’re code
for Al gore and the united
nations and liberal elitism
stuffed into one huge, indigestible, anti-American fajita. for
most of us, climate change is
something that we consciously
choose to ignore. It’s not real,

and if it was, well ... seriously,
what could we do about it?
Ah, but here’s the thing. It
is real. every major scientific
body on the planet agrees with
the u.s. national Academy of
sciences (nAs), which says
that climate change is happening, that people are causing it,
and that our carbon emissions
are putting our future at risk.
there’s not even serious
debate about the issue any
more. the nAs, which is the
gold standard for science and
research, has gone so far as to
label climate change a settled
fact. the real arguments now
are about how much our
temperatures are likely to rise,
which specific problems we’re
liable to face, and what we
can do to lessen the impacts.
And that’s where salmon
and steelhead come into the
picture. When you love to fish
for steelhead, like I do, and
when you dream about passing on healthy fisheries to our

kids and our grandkids — I
happen to have an 8-year-old
son — you come to realize
that ignoring the science is a
recipe for disaster.
A few years ago I was on
a media call with three nobel-prize winning scientists.
All three were biologists
and all three told the press
that the future was dark for
Pacific salmon. In fact, the
common theme was that we
were liable to lose the vast
majority of our anadromous
salmonoids to climate change
over the next 40 or 50 years.
Of course, you won’t hear
that kind of gloom and doom
in the outdoor press, but the
scientists who are studying
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I’VE ACTUALLY HAD SCIENTISTS TELL ME–
THOUGH NOT FOR ATTRIBUTION–THAT
THEY’RE SCARED TO DEATH BY WHAT THEY
SEE HAPPENING AROUND THEM.
climate and its impacts, and
who have a sophisticated
understanding of how ecosystems function, are amazed
at the speed of the changes
they’re measuring. I’ve actually had scientists tell me—
thought not for attribution—
that they’re scared to death
by what they see happening
around them.
so how will our carbon
emissions and our changing
climate put our salmon and
steelhead at risk? let’s take
a look.
Ocean acidity humans dump a huge amount
of carbon into the air —
more than 30,000,000,000
tons (yes, billions) of cO2

every single year. And every
year, somewhere around
10,000,000,000 tons of that
atmospheric cO2 mixes with
sea water and forms carbonic
acid. As you might imagine,
that much carbonic acid alters
the ph of our ocean water.
right now our oceans are
approximately 30 percent
more acidic than they were
in pre-industrial times. And
as we continue to burn fossil
fuels, organisms at the base of
the food chain (like calcifying
plankton and pteropods) are
finding themselves more and
more stressed by the changes
to the chemistry of our ocean
waters. bottom line, when you
mess with the food chain, you

make life awfully tough for
salmon and steelhead.
warmer Ocean waters

you might be surprised by
this, but a large amount of
the excess energy trapped by
our current overabundance
of greenhouse gasses ends
up in our oceans. As a result,
they’re growing warmer. In
fact, a recent study shows
that about 90 percent of the
warming we’ve experienced
so far has taken place in our
oceans, and that our ocean
temperature increases are
accelerating. Warmer waters
can shift ocean currents,
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Salmon are especially vulnerable to climate change and global
warming because they are dependent on an abundance of clear,
cold water.

change the patterns of oceanic upwelling (where cold,
nutrient-rich water from the
depths is brought up to the
surface), impact plankton
distribution, and push salmon and steelhead northward
toward cooler waters. In
short, our addiction to fossil
fuels is altering our saltwater
environment right in front
of our eyes. Our oceans are
becoming warmer and more
acidic, with regular disruptions to major elements of
the food chain, and that’s not
good for salmon and steelhead — or for anglers.
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fresh water salmon
and steelhead need cold,
clean water to spawn, while
eggs, alevin, fry and smolts
require those same conditions
to survive and prosper before
they begin their journey to
the ocean. Our changing
climate puts all that at risk.
global warming is raising
water temperatures in our
streams and rivers, and
lowering dissolved oxygen
levels. It’s also having a major
impact on the timing of our
snowmelt and the severity
of our storms and droughts.
In addition, larger and more
numerous western forest fires
will likely lead to increased
sediment in spawning areas,
and to a decrease in streamside shade. It’s a bad idea
to make life even tougher
on our spawning salmon
and steelhead, and on our
juvenile fish, yet that’s exactly
what we’re doing with human-caused climate change.
so how bad is it? Well, the
national Wildlife federation
calls salmon the “canary in
the coal mine” for climate
change.
trout unlimited warns,
“trout and salmon are especially vulnerable to climate
change and global warming
because they are dependent
on an abundance of clear,
cold water. As coldwater
habitats warm, rising temperatures will have negative
impacts on all life phases
of these fish—from eggs to
juveniles to adults.”
In their seminal report, “A
great Wave rising,” former
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Oregon chief of fisheries
jim martin and nWf climate
expert Patty glick lay the situation out in black and white:
“global warming is changing
the waters of the columbia
and snake rivers, with worse
change to come. like a great
wave rising, global warming has emerged as a new
over-arching threat to salmon
as well as people ...”
It sounds grim, doesn’t it?
so is there hope? And what
can we do?
yes, there is hope. While
climate change is already
impacting our fisheries, and
while we won’t be able to roll
back all those impacts or prevent the future warming that’s
already in the pipeline, we can
still avoid the worst effects of
global warming and we can
still save our salmon and steelhead. but we have to step up,
and we have to do it now.
there are two areas where

we need to focus our attention. the first is mitigation.
there are any number of steps
we can take to protect and
restore our fisheries, and to
ensure adequate supplies of
clean, cold water for salmon
and steelhead. depending on
the individual watershed, we
may want to concentrate on
enhancing riparian habitat, or
removing dams, or guaranteeing minimum stream flows, or
improving forestry practices,
or enforcing sustainable harvest practices for commercial
fisheries. All those steps can
buy us time. unfortunately,
though, they’re not enough —
not by themselves.
the second one is a little
tougher. We need to remove
the “kick me! I’m An Angler!” sign that so many of
us wear, and stop being so incredibly meek and mild. If we
don’t raise some hell and put
climate change on the agenda
in d.c.; if we don’t demand
that America steer toward
clean, renewable energy; if we
don’t focus real political pressure on local, state and federal
legislators; if we don’t stand
up for our fishing, and for our
kids and our grandkids, then
we’re going to eventually lose
it all — every last salmon run,
every single steelhead river,
our final chance to pass along
a healthy natural world and a
decent future.
A century ago, teddy roo-

sevelt told America:
“It is not the critic who
counts; not the man who
points out how the strong
man stumbles, or where the
doer of deeds could have
done them better. the credit
belongs to the man who is
actually in the arena, whose
face is marred by dust and
sweat and blood; who strives
valiantly; who errs, who
comes short again and again,
because there is no effort without error and shortcoming;
but who does actually strive
to do the deeds; who knows
great enthusiasms, the great
devotions; who spends himself in a worthy cause; who at
the best knows in the end the
triumph of high achievement,
and who at the worst, if he
fails, at least fails while daring
greatly, so that his place shall
never be with those cold and
timid souls who neither know
victory nor defeat.”
the time for indifference,
for caution, for indecision—
the time for timidity—has
passed. Our future is under
attack. We need to address
climate change now, before
it’s too late. SSJ
Todd Tanner is a passionate
angler, a former fly fishing
guide, and a longtime outdoor
writer. He’s also the chairman
of Conservation Hawks, an organization focused on defending
America’s hunting and fishing.
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Salmonids need cold, clean water to spawn, while eggs, alevin,
fry and smolts require those same conditions to survive and
prosper before they begin their journey to the ocean.

